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Abstract: Wetlands are an important natural resource that requires monitoring. A key step 

in environmental monitoring is to map the locations and characteristics of the resource to 

better enable assessment of change over time. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems are 

helpful in this way for wetland resources because their data can be used to map and monitor 

changes in surface water extent, saturated soils, flooded vegetation, and changes in wetland 

vegetation cover. We review a few techniques to demonstrate SAR capabilities for wetland 

monitoring, including the commonly used method of grey-level thresholding for mapping 

surface water and highlighting changes in extent, and approaches for polarimetric 

decompositions to map flooded vegetation and changes from one class of land cover to 

another. We use the Curvelet-based change detection and the Wishart-Chernoff Distance 

approaches to show how they substantially improve mapping of flooded vegetation and 

flagging areas of change, respectively. We recommend that the increasing availability SAR 

data and the proven ability of these data to map various components of wetlands mean SAR 

should be considered as a critical component of a wetland monitoring system. 
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1. Introduction 

Wetlands are a critical part of our natural environment. They provide food and shelter to many  

types of wildlife and invertebrates, including endangered and threatened species, filter sediments and 

toxins [1], help prevent flooding [2,3] protect shorelines [4], store carbon, give off oxygen and water 

vapor [5], and provide recreational activities such as hiking and fishing. Although the importance of 

wetlands is widely recognized, they are currently disappearing at a dramatic rate. Approximately 25% 

of the world’s wetlands are located in Canada [6], and approximately 14% of the Canadian landscape is 

covered by wetlands. Roughly 68% of Ontario’s wetlands have been converted to agriculture or 

infrastructure and, similarly, there are only about 25% of the original Prairie Pothole wetlands remaining 

in Southwestern Manitoba [6]. There has been a 50% loss of wetlands worldwide over the last century [7], 

with a 6% decrease just from 1993 to 2007 [8]. In addition, wetlands are becoming fragmented or impaired 

and have lost the capacity to function fully because of pollution, climate change, invasive species, agricultural 

tile drainage, hydroelectric development, urban expansion, and recreation [9−12].  

Wetlands are particularly sensitive to climate change and severe events. Wetlands are often able to 

recover from naturally occurring stresses, such as storms or damage from ice, but are less resilient to 

human-induced stresses, like industrial discharge or dredging, which usually occur quickly and impose 

severe impacts from which it is difficult to recover. Even small shifts in temperature or the water supply 

can impact wetland organisms [13]. For example, increases in temperature may allow invasive plants to 

outcompete native plants [14−16]. Moreover, high temperatures combined with low oxygen levels often 

lead to overgrowth of bacteria [13]. It is expected that climate change will result in longer summers and 

shorter, warmer winters [17−20]. Wetlands rely on cold Canadian winters to provide water from snowmelt 

and spring flooding [21]. Rising temperatures may result in the drying of some wetlands [22]. Thus, 

wetlands are dynamic and any mapping or inventory assessment should accurately reflect these dynamics. 

Currently, there is no inclusive or dynamic wetland inventory or monitoring program in  

Canada [23,24], or globally. The majority of existing wetland research has been localized, has covered 

a limited time period, and has varied in approach and scale. The Canadian Wetland Inventory  

(CWI)—a joint initiative between the Canadian Space Agency, Ducks Unlimited Canada, Environment 

Canada and the North American Wetlands Conservation Council (Canada)—was established in 2002 to 

facilitate the creation of a national inventory to aid in wetland conservation. The CWI is still in progress, 

and approximately 25% of the mapping has been completed, is near completion or is still in 

progress [25]. To protect and monitor existing wetlands it is essential to have an inventory of where and 

how many wetlands currently exist and how they are changing. Wetlands are dynamic and can change 

significantly within an annual growing season, as well as inter-annually and over a decadal time 

periods [26,27]. Wetlands can transform from dry to flooded states, and vice versa [26], or be affected 

by various other factors like fires [28], drainage [12,29], and grazing [30]. The naturally variable states 

of wetlands are what make them so productive. Wetlands can vary widely due to a variety of factors 
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including geographical location (e.g., coastal vs. inland or polar vs. tropic), rainfall, evaporation, climate 

change and anthropogenic influences. A study of the agricultural impacts and recovery of wetlands 

between 1985 and 2005 showed that wetland margins were more affected by land use than wetland 

basins [31], underscoring the imperative for current, accurate wetland mapping methodology and 

inventory so regulated wetlands can be properly monitored, managed and protected. Because wetlands 

are changing over both short and long time periods, frequent and consistent monitoring is needed. 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) technology can be effective for monitoring changes in surface 

water [32,33] and wetlands both seasonally and annually [34−37]. SAR has many characteristics that 

make it ideal for mapping and monitoring water and wetlands over time. SAR is able to image landscape 

conditions night or day, through cloud cover, and in near-real time [38,39]. These are often limitations 

for optical/infrared satellite sensors. SAR systems also can penetrate vegetation canopies, to varying 

degrees, to image understory conditions [40]. Additionally, the water-saturated nature of wetlands tends 

to render them highly reflective of SAR transmitted energy.  

Nevertheless, several factors can affect radar backscatter including seasonal timing of acquisition, 

look direction, incidence angle, soil moisture, dielectric constant, and the structure/composition of the 

ground features. SAR systems transmit microwaves with an incidence angle and a look direction on one 

side of the satellite. The incidence angle, which is the angle between the radar beam and the ground 

surface, can affect the appearance of smooth targets on the image. Smooth surfaces can appear brighter 

than rough surfaces at small incidence angles (usually less than 20–25 degrees), but rough surfaces 

remain largely unaffected by incidence angle. Lower incidence angles tend to be more sensitive to waves 

on water, therefore a combination of high and low incidence angle images are sometimes needed to 

accurately map water [40]. Smaller incidence angles are better able to penetrate vegetation, and thus can 

better detect flooded vegetation [41−43]. 

Water has a high dielectric constant and is a specular reflector; very little backscatter is returned to 

the sensor, making water appear as a dark feature [44]. However, when waves are present in water there 

is often an increase in backscatter, which can cause confusion with land features such as dry 

vegetation [40]. The majority of other natural land features, particularly vegetation canopies, are 

heterogeneous and have relatively high amounts of surface roughness, resulting in the radar signal being 

scattered diffusely, with features appearing bright on the image [40]. Differences in topography can also 

distort a SAR image. Foreshortening occurs when the SAR signal returns from the bottom of a tall feature 

facing towards the satellite prior to returning from the top of the feature. This causes the image to be 

compressed in the near range (the part of the image closest to the nadir track) and to be stretched in the 

far range (the part of the swath furthest from the nadir track). This distortion increases with small look 

angles and steep slopes [45]. In extreme cases the image can be distorted from layover, which occurs 

when the SAR signal reaches the top of the feature before the bottom in the near-range slope. Part of the 

image can appear missing if there is a very steep slope and a large look angle [45]. The sensitivity of SAR 

to the dielectric constant and roughness of features demonstrates the importance of optimizing the timing of 

image acquisitions. Data for mapping wetlands are best acquired in the spring, summer and fall to avoid any 

ice-on imagery [46]. For example, rough surface water can produce a backscatter response similar to ice, 

thus making it difficult to distinguish between the two land covers [46].  

Additional information beyond the radiometric response provided with optical satellites can be 

extracted from SAR data to help detect flooded areas [47,48] and classify wetlands [35,48], based on 
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hydrologic features and surface structure. In a single-channel SAR system both the transmitted and 

received energy from the satellite are either horizontally (H) or vertically (V) polarized. In dual-channel SAR 

systems the signal can be both co-polarized (transmitted and received energy as HH or VV) and  

cross-polarized (transmitted and received as HV or VH). With the advancement of fully polarimetric 

satellite systems such as RADARSAT-2 the satellite can transmit and receive energy in all four planes 

(HH, VV, HV and VH), maintaining the phase and allowing for mapping of the different scattering 

mechanisms within a wetland [49], rather than just the difference between low and high backscatter 

values (Figure 1). The phase measures the time it takes for the radar signal sent from the satellite to 

interact with the target on the ground and return to the satellite [50]. This allows the user to decompose 

the SAR backscatter being returned from the objects being sensed into four common scattering types: 

(1) specular scattering (no return to the SAR), which occurs from smoother surfaces such as calm water 

or bare soil; (2) rough scattering, which results when there is a single bounce return to the SAR from 

surfaces such as small shrubs or rough water; (3) volume scattering, which is when the signal is 

backscattered in multiple directions from features such as vegetation canopies; and (4) double-bounce 

or dihedral scattering, which results when two smooth surfaces create a right angle that deflects the 

incoming radar signal off both surfaces such that most of the energy is returned to the sensor. This latter 

scattering case typically occurs when vertical emergent vegetation is surrounded by a visible, smooth 

water surface [32,47–51]. Flooded vegetation can also have a combination of double-bounce and volume 

backscattering [50,51]. When fully polarimetric SAR images are acquired throughout the growing season, 

the user can analyze the backscatter response from each stage of the hydrologic and vegetation development 

(leaf-on and leaf-off) to better understand responses during wetter and dryer periods.  

 

Figure 1. A comparison of how RADARSAT-1 and RADARSAT-2 transmit and receive radar 

waves. RADARSAT-1 transmits and receives radar waves horizontally to the target on the 

ground. RADARSAT-2 can transmit and receive radar waves in both the horizontal and vertical 

polarization plains, allowing calculation of the phase. Reproduced by permission of/or Courtesy 

of MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. 
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Figure 2. A comparison of RADARSAT-2 and the RADARSAT Constellation Mission 

(RCM) swath widths. These graphics illustrate that a wider swath width will be available for 

many beam modes on the RCM compared to RADARSAT-2. Reproduced by permission of/or 

Courtesy of MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. 

The Canadian RADARSAT-2 satellite, as well as the upcoming RADARSAT Constellation Mission 

(RCM), offers a wide range of beam modes well suited to monitor wetlands. The Spotlight beam mode 
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has high spatial resolution, allowing the user to detect small water bodies. The Polarimetric beam mode 

enables the application of polarimetric decompositions, which allow the user to decompose the scattering 

matrix and, as a result, better detect flooded vegetation and classify wetlands [35,49]. RCM, which is 

anticipated to launch in 2018, will have a baseline mission composed of 3 satellites offering an average 

daily coverage for 95% of the world [52]. In addition to the beam modes offered by RADARSAT-2, 

RCM will have a circular-linear compact polarimetry mode, which transmits a circularly polarized wave 

and receives on the linear, orthogonal, horizontal, and vertical planes [53]. RCM will have a shorter 

revisit time (four days) compared to RADARSAT-2 (24 days), due to the constellation, and a larger 

swath-width in some cases (e.g., 50 × 50 m2 resolution images will have a 500 km swath width with 

RCM compared to 300 km for RADARSAT-2) (Figure 2). This will make it possible for more frequent 

monitoring over wider areas. Likewise, the compact polarimetric mode will allow polarimetric 

information to be acquired over a wider swath.  

Many studies have demonstrated SAR’s utility in mapping wetlands [35,54−59]. However, there are 

many different SAR techniques to extract polarimetric parameters as well as several polarimetric 

decompositions [35,60]. To date, there is not a well-established SAR methodology to map and monitor 

wetlands. In this paper we provide an overview of some current methodologies being used to map and 

monitor two aspects of wetlands with RASARSAT-2 data, surface water and flooded vegetation. We 

also describe a tool for flagging areas of change within wetlands, the Wishart-Chernoff Distance 

technique. We present these methodologies through case studies from several locations, and more  

in-depth descriptions of all are available in the original papers. Detailed descriptions of the locations of the 

field studies are not included here because the methods are applicable in many locations around the world.  

2. Surface Water  

Mapping areas of open water is an important component of wetland monitoring. SAR has been used 

as a tool to map open water for many purposes in a variety of locations [61−65]. There are several  

SAR-based methods for mapping open water [44]. Visual interpretation can be performed by an 

experienced analyst to manually map areas of water; however, this can be very time consuming and 

results can vary among image interpreters [44]. Multi-temporal interferometric SAR coherence 

(e.g., [66] is another method, based on using the constantly-changing scattering characteristics of water 

surfaces (from waves, resulting in low coherence) to distinguish water from land [67]. This technique is 

dependent on having high temporal coherence in the surrounding land cover, which can be difficult to 

achieve due to snow, rain, and/or wind changing the dielectric properties [68]. A third method to map 

surface water is through active contour models (e.g., [61,69]), which uses local tone and texture values 

to delineate features. Results have been promising, but there has been confusion between open water and 

non-flooded vegetation [61]. A texture-based method has also been developed for water mapping, which 

makes use of textural variation based on statistics [44]. The limitations are that it can be challenging to 

select the correct window size and best texture measure, and selecting a threshold value is still necessary 

to classify water [44]. To date grey-level thresholding is the most commonly used approach to map 

surface water with SAR imagery. In this method all pixels with a backscatter coefficient lower than a 

specified threshold in an intensity image are mapped as water [70,71]. This technique is useful for 

producing results quickly and inexpensively [72], but is only suitable for calm open water with a specular 
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backscatter response [73]. A user-selected threshold was chosen to map surface water in the case study 

we present because it offered a flexible, efficient, and user controlled, scene specific approach. 

2.1. Case Study—Peace-Athabasca Delta 

Surface water thresholding was applied in the Peace-Athabasca Delta (PAD), which is located in 

northeastern Alberta (58°32′07.46N, 111°40′33.55W). RADARSAT-2 C-band imagery between Lake 

Claire and Lake Athabasca (Figure 3) were acquired during the 2012 growing season (April to October).  

 

Figure 3. Peace-Athabasca Delta. RADARSAT-2 Ultra-Fine (U2W2) beam acquisition 

footprint for 2012 (red) and extent of cropped radar-derived surface water product (yellow). 

2.2. SAR Data Acquisition and Processing 

Two Wide Ultra-Fine (U2W2) mode data frames were captured every 24 days (Table 1). All images 

were read in as Single Look Complex (SLC; ordered as SLC for other applications, but only the 

magnitude was used for this application), had an incidence angle of 29.5°–33.0°, a 1.6 × 2.8 m2 

resolution, HH polarization, and a swath width of 50 km.  

GAMMA SAR remote sensing software [74] was used to process all RADARSAT-2 imagery. A 

multi-temporal approach was applied to the stack of co-registered SAR intensity images (Table 1) [32]. 

Granular salt and pepper patterns, referred to as “speckle” in SAR images, occurs when coherent processing 

of the backscatter returns from consecutive radar pulses [75,76]. We selected a moving weighted 
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function with a filter window size of 5 × 5 pixels to reduce speckle. The result was a filtered intensity 

image for each image date. 

Areas of known surface water were then sampled to determine the range of thresholds (dB) that 

represented surface water [37]. Surface water thresholds in the PAD for 2012 data ranged from −10 dB 

to −13 dB. The selection of the surface water threshold was scene specific and was affected by weather 

conditions, polarization, and incidence angle, and therefore differed among dates to obtain the most 

accurate results. All images were then orthorectified in GAMMA using 50 m Canadian Digital Elevation 

Data and a 20 m orthoimagery from the French Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre. 

Table 1. RADARSAT-2 images acquired over Peace-Athabasca Delta (Lake Claire) for 

2012. Note, all RADARSAT-2 images were Single Look Complex (magnitude only used to 

extract surface water), had an incidence angle of 29.5°–33.0°, a 1.6 × 2.8 m2 spatial 

resolution, HH polarization, and a swath width of 50 km. 

Spring 2012 Summer 2012 Fall 2012 

28 April 15 June 19 September 

22 May 9 July 13 October 

- 2 August - 

- 26 August - 

Post editing was done on each image to remove errors of commission. The SAR images were 

resampled to 20 m and reclassified as surface water (1) and non-water (0). A 20 m SPOT land cover 

product [77] was used to identify areas of barren ground and sand. A conditional statement was used to 

reset surface water pixel values with a zero for those areas that overlapped with barren ground or sand. 

Ground validation data were not available to verify the results of the surface water maps. We 

attempted to use Landsat and weather station data to validate our results. We acquired all available 

Landsat imagery from April to October 2012, where portions of our study site were cloud-free. Three 

Landsat 7 ETM+ scenes were suitable: 30 April 2012, 1 June 2012, and 21 September 2012. In addition, 

we used data from the Mildred Lake, Alberta, weather station, approximately 80 km from our study site. 

We compared mean daily temperature (°C) and total daily precipitation (mm) for each day we produced 

surface water maps, as well as the monthly average daily mean temperature (°C) and monthly total 

precipitation (mm).  

2.3. Results and Discussion 

The results showed that temporal filtering and intensity thresholding was an effective method to map 

surface water for both large and small water bodies. One advantage of using this approach was that it 

captured the dynamic changes in the surface water (Figure 4), compared with using static products, such 

as the 20 m SPOT national land cover product [77] and the National Topographic Data Base (NTDB) 

water body layers. The net loss or net gain of surface water area from 28 April 2012, to 13 October 2012, 

provided a spatial snapshot of the water cycle for a particular year and highlighted which areas had an 

increase or decrease in water extent (Figure 5). It is important to note that the user selection of the 

threshold approach can introduce uncertainty into how much change in water extent is due to the 

threshold selection compared to actual environmental changes. 
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Figure 4. Radar-derived surface water maps from April to August 2012. These images were 

produced using a thresholding approach and captured the dynamic changes in surface water 

extent throughout the ice-off period. 
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Figure 5. These images show the location of net gain (red) and net loss (blue) of water from 

28 April 2012, to 13 October 2012, in the Peace-Athabasca Delta.  

Landsat and weather station data allowed for some validation of the surface water products. For 

example, the 30 April 2012, Landsat 7 ETM+ scene showed many of the lakes in the Peace Athabasca 

Delta were still frozen, which validated that these areas should not be mapped as surface water on the 

28 April 2012, RADARSAT-2 image (Figure 6). The same areas in the 1 June 2012, Landsat 7  

ETM+ image had melted and could clearly be classified as surface water. This confirmed that the 

increase in surface that was mapped on the 22 May 2012, RADARSAT-2 image (Figure 6) was 

reasonable. However, many of the Landsat scenes during the time of this study were too cloudy to use 

for validation. The weather station data also confirmed that much of the large lakes were still frozen in 

April 2012, with an average mean monthly temperature of 3.3 °C (Table 2). The average mean monthly 

temperature rose to 12.2 °C in May (Table 2), providing further evidence that the frozen lakes had 

melted. July had a high amount of total precipitation (87.6 mm, Table 2), which relates to the expansion 

of surface water from the 9 July to 2 August images (Figure 4). August was a much drier month with 

only 33.3 mm of total precipitation (Table 2), causing a decline in surface water by late August (in 

Figure 4). September was a very wet month (101.1 mm of total precipitation, Table 2), and temperatures 
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were cooling, resulting in an increase in surface water because there was less evapotransporation. The 

total monthly precipitation for October was less than half compared to September and the monthly mean 

daily temperature was close to 0 °C, resulting in comparable or a slight increase in extent of surface 

water. The Mildred Lake, Alberta, weather station (57°02′28.00N, 111°33′32.00W) was the closest to 

our study area. Although the weather station data helped us interpret changes in water extent over the 

study period, the station was approximately 80 km away from the Peace Athabasca Delta and may not 

provide an accurate representation of conditions in the study area.  

 

Figure 6. Landsat scenes used to validate the Peace-Athabasca Delta radar-derived surface 

water maps. The panel on the left is a Landsat 7 ETM+ scene from 28 April 2012, and the 

right panel is a Landsat 7 ETM+ scene from 22 May 2012. The red box clearly shows that 

large portions of the lake were still frozen on 28 April 2012, but had become open water by 

22 May 2012. 

Table 2. Mildred Lake, Alberta, weather station data. Mean daily temperature (°C) and total 

precipitation (mm) for the dates of the RADARSAT surface water maps, and monthly 

average daily mean temperature (°C) and monthly total precipitation (mm). 

Date 

Daily Total 

Precipitation 

(mm) 

Daily Mean 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Month 

Monthly Total 

Precipitation 

(mm) 

Monthly Mean 

Daily 

Temperature (°C) 

28 April 2012 0.0 10.0 April 2012 20.6 3.3 

22 May 2012 0.0 13.6 May 2012 20.8 12.2 

15 June 2012 0.0 13.3 June 2012 58.0 16.9 

9 July 2012 0.0 25.3 July 2012 87.6 20.6 

2 August 2012 5.7 17.2 August 2012 33.3 18.3 

26 August 2012 0.0 17.2 September 2012 101.1 13.4 

19 September 2012 0.3 12.5 October 2012 44.4 0.7 

13 October 2012 0.0 1.5    
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Grey-level thresholding has been proven to be a simple and effective way to map surface water with 

SAR data [33,37]. However, the user must consider beam mode, polarization and ancillary sources of 

data for post-editing to obtain an accurate result. The HH polarization generally is better able to separate 

land from water under calm water conditions because open water results in less scattering compared to 

the HV or VV polarization and is less sensitive to capillary waves created from wind [78]. Therefore, 

the differences in backscatter responses between land and water are the greatest in the HH 

polarization [46,70,79−81]. In circumstances where high wind or waves are present the HV polarization 

can better map open water because the backscatter is more independent of surface roughness [82] and 

largely independent of incidence angle and wind direction [78]. When mapping surface water, we 

recommend ordering the SAR data as dual-polarized to enable the user to select the most appropriate 

polarization for the wind conditions present at the time of data acquisition. The user also must do some 

post-classification editing to remove errors of omission and commission. Ancillary sources of 

information, such as digital elevation layers, ground truth data, and a land cover mask, can aid in the 

editing. Ordering the appropriate SAR data and doing post-editing with appropriate ancillary data will 
help ensure accurate surface water mapping.  

3. Flooded Vegetation  

Open water and flooded vegetation both need to be mapped to accurately represent the extent of a 

wetland. The long wavelengths associated with SAR systems allow the signals to penetrate vegetation 

canopies to map underlying emergent herbaceous and woody wetland vegetation via double-bounce 

backscatter [34,57,83−85]. The longer the wavelength, the deeper the penetration through the vegetation 

canopy. P-band radar signals (30−100 cm wavelengths) penetrate nearly all canopies; L-band signals 

(15−30 cm) penetrates many canopies; and C-band (3.75–7.5 cm) and X-band (2.4–3.75 cm) signals 

only penetrate open canopies or denser canopies during leaf-off conditions or if the overstory is dead.  

Single polarization SAR satellites, which provide only amplitude data (e.g., RADARSAT-1), are not 

as efficient in mapping flooded vegetation because the radar backscatter cannot be decomposed with 

only one intensity channel. However, when polarimetric decompositions are applied using fully 

polarimetric SAR, features like flooded vegetation can be identified and classified [86]. Many polarimetric 

decomposition approaches have been developed, including the Cloude-Pottier, Freeman-Durden, Van 

Zyl, Touzi, and m-χ methods [86−90]. The Freeman-Durden decomposition is a physically based model 

that estimates the amount of surface, double-bounce, and volume scattering response contributing to the 

total backscatter from each pixel [88]. The m-χ decomposition estimates the received Stokes Vectors and 

converts them to the Poincaré features m and χ [90]. We describe a case study using the Freeman-Durden 

decomposition, for which past research has demonstrated its ability for mapping flooded vegetation and 

wetlands [37,86,88], and the m-χ decomposition. Both methods output a three-channel image with 

estimates of surface, double-bounce and volume scattering, allowing for easy comparison of outputs. 

Comprehensive descriptions of these decompositions are provided by Freeman and Durden [88] and 

Raney et al. [90].  
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3.1. Case Study—Whitewater Lake 

Whitewater Lake (49°15′05.46N, 100°12′18.90W) is located in southwestern Manitoba, between 

Boissevain and Deloriane (Figure 7). This lake is recognized as a Canadian Important Bird Area of 

global significance, providing habitat for more than 110 species of birds, as well as other wildlife. 

Shallow saline wetland, sedge meadows, and mixed-grass prairie are all found within the Whitewater 

Lake Basin. 

 

Figure 7. Whitewater Lake, Manitoba. All field data points were collected inside the  

red square.  

3.2. Data Acquisition and Processing 

RADARSAT-2 images were acquired throughout the growing season for 2010, 2012, and 2013 

(Table 3). All images were Fine Quad-Pol (FQ16) mode with a nominal resolution of 5.2 × 7.6 m2 and 

an incident angle of 35.4°–37.0°.  

Ducks Unlimited Canada (DUC) independently selected 31 field points that had undergone a land 

cover change during or between years included in this research. DUC recorded the land cover type and 

date from the earlier image, the new land cover type and date from the later image, observational notes, 

and field photos.  

All image processing for the Freeman-Durden decomposition products was done using 

Geomatica 10.3.2 [91]. A 5 × 5 pixel boxcar filter (which used local averaging to increase the effective 
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number of looks) was applied to remove speckle. The Freeman-Durden decomposition was then derived 

to separate the total power of each pixel into surface, double-bounce, and volume scattering. The output 

was a three channel image corresponding to the power of each of the three scattering mechanisms.  

Table 3. RADARSAT-2 images acquired over Whitewater Lake, Manitoba, in the spring, 

summer, and fall of 2010, 2012, and 2013. These images were used to determine if simulated 

compact polarimetric data could be used to map changes in wetlands within a growing season 

and between years. Note, all RADARSAT-2 images in this flooded vegetation analysis were 

FQ16 mode with an incidence angle of 35.4°−37.0° and a nominal resolution of 5.2 × 7.6 m2. 

2010 2012 2013 

6 May 19 May 14 May 

30 May 12 June 7 June 

17 July 6 July 1 July 

3 September 16 September 18 August 

21 October 10 October 11 September 

− − 5 October 

The m-χ decompositions were processed using software to simulate compact polarimetry, which was 

created at the Canada Centre for Mapping and Earth Observation. The software ingests fully polarimetric 

SLC imagery and simulates compact polarimetry data. A 30 m resolution, −25 dB noise floor and a  

5 × 5 pixel averaging window were applied, as these parameters most closely resemble the parameters 

of RCM data.  

All images were orthorectified after all polarimetric analyses were completed because the 

orthorectification process can degrade the phase information contained within the polarimetric  

images [92]. Both the Freeman-Durden and m-χ decompositions were orthorectified using Geomatica’s 

10.3.2 Orthoengine. The rational function option, which uses the ephemeris data provided by 

MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates for each RADARSAT-2 image, was applied instead of collecting 

ground control points. All images were expected to have an error less than half a meter. In addition, a 

50-m Canadian Digital Elevation Data Digital Elevation Model (50 m resolution), cubic convolution 

pixel resampling, and sigma naught calibration were used in all orthorectifications. Sigma naught is the 

normalized measure of the backscatter from the feature being sensed, also known as the backscatter 

coefficient [93]. 

To determine if the Freeman-Durden and m-χ decompositions could be used to accurately map 

flooded vegetation, the 31 points collected by DUC representing land cover change were overlaid on the 

decompositions. A visual assessment was done to verify if the land cover change (for example open 

water becoming flooded vegetation) observed by DUC was also visible as a change in backscatter in the 

decompositions, in which case changes in backscatter could be used to map areas of flooded 

vegetation. We used a scale from 1 to 3 to rank the utility of the decompositions to map change between land 

cover classes. A “3” represented a complete separation between two land cover classes; a “2” 
represented moderate separation between classes; and a “1” represented little separation between classes. 
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3.3. Results and Discussion 

Both the Freeman-Durden and m-χ decompositions were effective for mapping changes between 

different land cover classes within a wetland, both annually and inter-annually. The Freeman-Durden 

decomposition had a high accuracy rate for identifying land cover changes for all combinations in this 

study (Table 4). The flooded vegetation land cover was usually dominated by double-bounce backscatter, 

whereas open water had specular backscattering, upland vegetation had volume backscattering, and 

areas o f  wet soil were dominated by surface scattering. These results were consistent with research 

by Ramsey [94] that concluded flooded mangroves could be classified from non-flooded mangroves 

because the former was largely a double-bounce backscatter response and the later a volume backscatter 

response in L-HH data. These distinctly different backscattering responses made the transition from land 

cover classes easily detectable. For example, upland vegetation in the spring of 2010 was clearly 

classified as having a large amount of volume scattering, and in the summer of 2013 the same area was 

inundated by open water and exhibited specular backscattering, appearing dark on the image because 

very little backscatter was returned to the satellite (Figure 8). However, there were a few areas where 

the Freeman-Durden method was ineffective at identifying land cover change between open water and 

flooded vegetation because the patch sizes were small and were therefore given a rank of 1 or 2. Small, 

dispersed patches of flooded vegetation (<5 × 5 m2) do not return the strong double-bounce backscatter 

typically associated with flooded vegetation. Vegetation that is short or patchy can have a backscatter 

more similar to water (Figure 9). Alternatively, a study in Kenya with C-HH imagery found that flooded 

emergent grasses had a similar backscatter response to non-flooded grasses [95]. The confusion in 

identifying the change in land cover from upland to open water likely was a result of wind causing waves 

in the water and, consequently, a lot more surface scattering. When all land cover class transitions were 

considered, the Freeman-Durden results had an overall accuracy rate of 89%. 

Table 4. The results from a visual assessment to determine how accurate the Freeman-Durden 

and m-χ decompositions were at classifying changes between land cover classes. 

Land Cover, Time 1 Land Cover, Time 2 
% Correct Change 

Detection Freeman-Durden 

% Correct Change 

Detection m-χ 

Annually 

Wet soil Open water 100% 100% 

Upland Open water 100% 100% 

Upland Flooded vegetation 80% 80% 

Open water Flooded vegetation 87% 69% 

Seasonally 

Wet soil Open water 73% 80% 

Upland Open water − − 

Upland Flooded vegetation 67% 67% 

Open water Flooded vegetation 100% 67% 

Overall 

Any Any 89% 81% 
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Figure 8. This image shows the transition from upland vegetated areas on 30 May 2010  

(A,B), to open water on 25 July 2013 (C,D). Images (A) and (C) were produced from the 

Freeman-Durden decomposition and images (B) and (D) from the m-χ decomposition. Both 

decompositions were able to clearly map the change from upland vegetation to open water 

because the upland areas had a strong volume scattering response and the open water 

returned very little backscatter to the satellite and, thus, appeared black. 

Consistent with the Freeman-Durden decomposition, m-χ was able to separate many land cover 

transitions with a high accuracy rate (Table 4). For example, when upland vegetated areas in the spring 

of 2010 became open water in the summer of 2013, the m-χ decomposition output clearly mapped the 

changes from volume scattering to specular scattering (Figure 8). Nevertheless, the m-χ decomposition 

did not map changes from open water to flooded vegetation as well as the Freeman-Durden 

decomposition. This was because the double-bounce backscattering was not as visible in the m-χ 

decomposition. In many samples, the m-χ decomposition gave a mixed backscatter response in areas of 
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flooded vegetation. However, the m-χ decomposition had a slightly higher accuracy rate than the 

Freeman-Durden decomposition when used to map changes from wet soil to open water within a 

season. This was because a few samples were a mix of mud and vegetation, which returned some 

double-bounce backscatter in the Freeman-Durden decomposition.  

 

Figure 9. This figure shows the results of the Freeman-Durden decomposition from  

30 May 2010 (A); and 14 May 2013 (B). The yellow point is a location that was flooded 

vegetation on 30 May 2010, but changed to open water on 14 May 2013. The Freeman-Durden 

decomposition was not able to map this specific change because the flooded vegetation was 

short (C), thus there was not a strong double-bounce backscatter returned to the satellite; 

rather the return was a specular backscatter similar to open water.  

Although both the Freeman-Durden and the m-χ decompositions successfully mapped changes in land 

cover types, the Freeman-Durden decomposition had a better overall accuracy rate. This was not 

surprising because the simulated compact polarimetry data had a noise floor of −25 db, compared to −35 

db for the fully polarimetric data. In addition fully polarimetric SARs capture more information  

(4 × 4 matrix) compared to compact polarimetric SAR’s (2 × 2 matrix). Moreover, when the transmission 

of a field has a linearly polarized component it will cause uncertainties or omission when classifying 

dihedral backscatter [96]. Circular polarization transmission is the best way to prevent the rotation of a 

linearly polarized wave as it transmits through the ionosphere, but some omission may still occur [97]. 
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Therefore, some features will not be as visible in the simulated compact polarimetry data because they 

are too faint and do not exceed the noise floor.  

Although in some examples both decompositions were given a rating of 2 because there was a mixed 

backscatter response, this does not necessarily indicate a poor ability to map land cover change. These 

results may indicate that the targets were heterogeneous, such as open water with emergent macrophytes. 

This information could be used as an indicator of the health of a wetland, for example, biomass within a 

wetland. The amount of volume and double-bounce scattering can be an indicator of vegetation density. 

However, further research and development is needed to quantify not only the difference in vegetation 

versus no vegetation, but also how different resolutions, bands, and angles of radar reflect off different 

vegetation types, densities, and heights. It has been suggested that C-band imagery should be used when 

trying to map leaf shape and that L-band is more accurate for measuring aboveground biomass and stand 

height [98]. Other research has demonstrated that a multi-temporal and multi-incidence angle was the 

best approach, with steep incidence angles for mapping wetlands and large incidence angles for detecting 

open water from land [99–101]. 

4. Curvelet-Based Change Detection for Mapping Flooded Vegetation 

More recently a Curvelet-based approach for detecting changes in flooded vegetation has been  

used [49,102,103]. This technique was developed by Schmitt et al. [104] and can be used to map changes 

between SAR images while at the same time suppressing speckle noise, which can be problematic in 

SAR imagery. This approach could be used as a way to enhance polarimetric decompositions and 

temporal changes between polarimetric channels.  

This methodology was originally designed for disaster management with single polarimetric SAR, 

but was later adapted to use in polarimetric decompositions. This approach differs from others in that it 

compares whole structures found in the image rather than individual pixel values. The first step is to 

apply the Curvelet transform [105] on each input image separately. This technique detects elongate 

structures – in general, “lines” like the course of a river – in the images and then converts the images to 

the so-called Curvelet-coefficient domain, where each coefficient stands for a certain “line” in the image. 

Comparing the Curvelet coefficients of two images consequently means comparing structures apparent 

in the two input images, which enables a very stable and quasi-noise-free change detection. For instance, 

the change of an isolated pixel value—mainly induced by noise influence only—will not be detected. 

But, the consistent change of several neighboring pixels will produce a new structure and, therefore, it 

is detected by the Curvelet-based change detection approach. The change of the water level, for example, 

mostly produces a shift of the shoreline, i.e., the Curvelets describing the transition from land to water 

along the shoreline will also change, which becomes evident in the comparison of their coefficients. The 

finest scale considered in the change detection refers to a neighborhood of approximately 3 × 3 

pixels [104].  

The direct mathematical description of the structures in an image opens to door to structure 

amplification and, thus, image enhancement because manipulating the Curvelet coefficient is equal to 

manipulating the structures instead of single pixel values [106]. For example, low Curvelet coefficient 

amplitudes generally indicate very weak structures and are mostly related to noise, e.g., of low 

backscattering targets like open water. This noise contribution can easily be deleted by converting the 
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corresponding coefficients to zero before the image reconstruction. In addition coefficients with a higher 

value, which are usually related to intense structures like the shoreline or the border between flooded 

vegetation and open water, are weighted by using a special function, which retains the values of the 

strong structures while slightly lowering the values for minor structures [104] to suppress artifacts 

common to all alternative image representations. The same image enhancement can be used for individual 

SAR images as well as for the difference between images. In practice, the image difference is calculated in 

the complex Curvelet coefficient domain, then the differential coefficients are weighted, and finally the 

enhanced difference image is transformed back to the image domain [102]. For more details on how the 

Curvelet-based change detection method is calculated refer to [49,62,63,102–104]. 

To apply the change detection algorithm to polarimetric decompositions all three decomposition 

channels, representing three independent intensity measures, can be introduced as independent layers. 

Whereas an increase or decrease in intensity only (without changing the scattering mechanism) will 

appear adequately in all three channels (compared with the change of the dielectric constant from 

differences in soil moisture, for example), the change of the scattering mechanism will be described by 

a very special behavior in the polarimetric channels [49]: an increase in the volume component directly 

refers to growth in vegetation height; a higher surface component indicates the appearance of a relatively 

smooth target (e.g., grassland formerly covered by water); and an increase in the double-bounce 

component traces the expanded extent of flooded vegetation along the river. Hence, this technique not 

only detects changes, but allows the user to interpret the changes with respect to temporal variations in 

the land cover.  

4.1. Case Study—Dong Ting Lake 

Dong Ting Lake is located in Hunan Province (28°53′22.11N, 112°40′01.33W) (Figure 10). It is the 

second largest lake in China and is a flood basin within the Yangtze River. The size of Dong Ting Lake 

can change quite dramatically within a season. For example, it can be as large as 2691 km2 during an 

annual flood event and as small as 710 km2 during dry conditions [107].  

 

Figure 10. The location of the Dong Ting Lake test site in China.  
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4.2. Data Acquisition and Processing 

Two RADARSAT-2 fully polarimetric scenes (FQ16) were acquired over Dong Ting Lake in 2008. 

Both images had an incidence angle of 35.4°−37.0° and a nominal resolution of 5.2 × 7.6 m2. An image 

with lower water levels (6 June 2008) and an image with higher water levels (17 August 2008) were 

selected for change detection. The Freeman-Durden decomposition was used as input into the  

Curvelet-based change detection method to determine if this technique could detect change between the 

three different types of backscatter produced in the Freeman-Durden decomposition.  

4.3. Results and Discussion 

When the Freeman-Durden decompositions were compared using the Curvelet-based change 

detection, the results showed that the Curvelet-based change detection could be used to map changes in 

the double-bounce, volume and surface scattering in a smooth, noise-free manner while still preserving 

detail. When comparing the Freeman-Durden decompositions of the single images in Figure 11, the 

dominance of the volume scattering component (green) is highly visible. Apart from that, a change from 

surface scattering (the bluish fields in the upper part of the 6 June 2008, image) to double-bounce (the 

fields now turned to orange or even red in the 17 August 2008, image) can clearly be distinguished. The 

dilation of the water surface (black) from June to August is likewise apparent. 

 

Figure 11. The Freeman-Durden decompositions derived from the 6 June 2008, and 17 

August 2008, RADARSAT-2 acquisitions. 

Figure 12 illustrates the results of the Curvelet-based change detection method. The strongest changes 

can be found in the double-bounce component, reaching more than 10 decibels in gains or losses of 

double-bounce response. The lowest changes are reported in the volume component. Combining all three 
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difference images enables a simple change characterization. Similar changes captured in all three 

components indicate a change in the image intensity, i.e., a change in the open water surface. Changes 

only apparent in one channel indicate an increase or decrease of a special scattering mechanism. 

Examining the fields in the upper part of the image, minor changes are shown both in the volume and the 

surface component, but very strong changes in the double-bounce component are evident. This means that 

new very strong double-bounce scatter components are added while the surface and volume scattering 

remain constant. In regard to the landscape, these fields are flooded. 

 

Figure 12. The Curvelet-based approach was applied to RADARSAT-2 acquisitions for  

6 June 2008, and 17 August 2008, to highlight changes in the Freeman-Durden components: 

double-bounce scattering (A); surface scattering (B); and volume scattering (C). 

These results highlight the possibility for the Curvelet-based change detection to be used with 

polarimetric SAR data. Wetland land cover change was detected using the Freeman-Durden decomposition 

as input to the Curvelet-based method. These results are consistent with another study, which applied 

the same approach using the Freeman-Durden and the Normalized Kennaugh elements to locate changes 

in flooded vegetation [102]. Though first efforts to validate the changes observed by the Curvelet-based 

change detection method are reported in Schmitt et al. [104], the validation with regards to wetland 

monitoring is still challenging and should be extended to a variety of test sites in the future using 

auxiliary data from other sources like unmanned aerial vehicles. 

5. Wishart-Chernoff Distance 

The ability to focus and prioritize monitoring efforts is often a difficult task, but necessary in a time 

when the environment, including wetlands, is being altered at an alarming rate and monitoring budgets 

are shrinking. Having a tool to identify areas that have undergone the most change over a time period is 
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an invaluable first step in monitoring wetlands. Whitewater Lake, Manitoba (see Figure 6), with the 

available SAR data shown in Table 3 was used as a test site for change detection within wetlands. The 

Wishart-Chernoff distance, derived and proposed by Dabboor et al. [108], was used for pixel-based 

polarimetric change detection mapping. As analytically presented [108], the Wishart-Chernoff distance 

is a probabilistic matrix distance measure that can estimate the similarity between two complex Wishart 

distributions and, thus, be used for applications involving full and compact polarimetric SAR data 

imagery. The Wishart-Chernoff distance is a symmetric positive matrix distance that can be used in a 

wide range of applications, such as agglomerative clustering [108,109] and change detection 

applications [110]. The same image dates used for mapping flooded vegetation in the Whitewater Lake 

example were used in the Wishart-Chernoff Distance analysis (see Table 3). Data were geo-referenced 

and co-registered with accuracy to better than one pixel. Images were compared on a pixel-by-pixel basis 

by calculating within a moving window (3 × 3) the Wishart-Chernoff distance between corresponding pixels. 

High values of the Wishart-Chernoff distance indicated significant changes in the study area between 

the acquisitions dates of the images.  

5.1. Case Study—Whitewater Lake 

Whitewater Lake, Manitoba, was used as the location to test the Wishart-Chernoff Distance 

methodology (see Figure 7).  

5.2. SAR Data Acquisition  

The same image dates used for the flooded vegetation example were used in the Wishart-Chernoff 

Distance analysis (see Table 3). 

5.3. Results and Discussion 

To analyze the detected changes within the regions of the Whitewater Lake, a specific range of pixel 

values must be defined tobe able to map the changes. Thus, the calculated Wishart-Chernoff distance 

values (DWC) were expressed in terms of the Jeffries-Matusita distance (DJM) as follow:  

DJM = 2(1 − ). The advantage here is that the Jeffries-Matusita distance takes values between 0 and 

2. High Jeffries-Matusita distance values (high Wishart-Chernoff distance values) close to 2.0 indicate 

changes and low distance values (below 1.0) indicate little or no changes [111]. We used a threshold 

value of 1.7 to discriminate between large changes (DJM > 1.7) and moderate changes  

(1 < DJM < 1.7) [112].  

The Wishart-Chernoff Distance showed promising results when identifying areas of moderate and 

high change within a wetland. When we compared the areas that DUC had independently identified as 

having undergone a change in land cover based on field photos and field data collection, we verified that 

the Wishart-Chernoff Distance method had identified these same locations as either areas of high or 

moderate change. For example, areas of open water on 19 May 2012, that had become wet soil by  

16 September 2012, were flagged as high or moderate change with the Wishart-Chernoff Distance 

method (Figure 13). Similar results were found annually for land cover change between open water and 

flooded vegetation, open water and upland, and upland and flooded vegetation. 
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Figure 13. Areas of open water on 19 May 2012, that became wet soil by 16 September 

2012, are indicated by the blue dots. The background image is the Wishart-Chernoff 

Distance calculated using fully polarimetric data from the two dates. Red polygons are areas 

estimated to have high amounts of change; yellow areas signify moderate change; and green 

areas signify little or no change.  

The Wishart-Chernoff Distance change detection shows encouraging results as a tool to flag areas of 

high and moderate change within wetlands. It could be used to first locate areas of high change, after 

which polarimetric decompositions could be applied to characterize the type of change. Further research 

is needed to develop the methodology and to confirm the results. 

6. Conclusions  

Analysis of Synthetic Aperture Radar Imagery data is an excellent approach for mapping and 

monitoring changes within a wetland. The ability of SAR data to be acquired at night and in a variety of 

weather conditions makes it a reliable and consistent source of information. Past studies have 

demonstrated that grey-level thresholding is an effective way to map surface water. Polarimetric 

decompositions like the Freeman-Durden and m-χ approaches can be used to map flooded vegetation, 

and the curvelet-based change detection can further enhance the detection of flooded vegetation by 

reducing speckle and other forms of noise. Finally, the Wishart-Chernoff Distance change detection 

approach could be used to flag areas of change prior to implementing polarimetric decompositions to 
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characterize these changes. To be able to monitor the status of wetlands on a frequent basis and capture 

the dynamic changes both seasonally and annually we recommend SAR as the primary source of 

imagery, supported by other data sources such as lidar, thermal, and optical imagery, where feasible.  
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